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These materials are bound in order to asnst any endeavors for replication

of the study:

The Effects of a Career Clans With a T-Grouu Emphasis

on the Level of Vocational Self-Concept Crystallization

and Self-Esteem Among Selected University Freshmen.

The materials were used as handouts for facilitators and participants in the

study, They are presented in the order of their appearances in appendices A,

C and D of the study. Handouts described in these appendices which are not pre-

sented herein have references to other' publications.

All materials of a nonvocational reference contained herein were used with

the permission of John Keltner, PhD, professor in Speech Communication at Ore-

gon State University.
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TERMS ND THEIR DEFINITIONS TO AID IN UNDERSTANDING GROUP PROCESS

1. Goal Setting 7. Openness 13. Fight

2. Here and Now 8, Hidden agenda 14. Gate Keeping
3. There and Then 9. Invisible committees 15. Control

4. Feedback 10. Accepting 16. Listening

S. Expressing group feeling 11. Support 17. Conflict

6. Leveling 12. Competition 18. Flight

1. Goal Setting -- The process of establishing a target, aim or long range task for
the group which serves to give direction to interaction of members.

2. Here and Now -- In focusing on group process, we are looking at what our group
is doing in the immediate moment, how it is working in the sense of its
present procedures and organization.

3. There and Then -- Most topics about the back-home" situation emphasize the
content -- "what is good leadership," "how can I motivate my subordinate,"
"how car. we make meetings more effective," and concern issues which are
"there and then" in the sense of being abstract, future or past oriented
and not involving us directly.

4. Feedback -- Is information from sources "outside" the person which provides
him/tier a means of assessing his/her effectiveness in communicating in a

situation: a message mirror. Under development group conditions, this
information usually consists of reports by several people of the messages
received by them. Feedback is often inaccurately defined as reactions and
responses to interpretations of the senders'rnessages.

5. Expressing GL Feeling -- Summarizing how the group seems to feel about an
issue, describing reactions of the group to ideas or solutions; seeking
the group reaction.

6. Leveli, -- Leveling in a Training or Development Group is with respect to one's

own reactions to the here-and-now situation, (as distinct from feedback),

and as such it furnishes the basis for steering information about directions
for personal change. Learning "how to level" is seen to be as valuable as

"being leveled with.' This is probably the area in which people are least
prepared to experiment in ordinary situations. In laboratory conditions
personal experiments in the category of leveling or increased openness re-
garding one's own reactions are common.

7. Openness -- The atmosphere in a group or between people which is characterized
by free and easy communication in which feelings, attitudes, and information
are not hidden, siphoned off or distorted; creativity and experimentation is
encouraged.

8. Hiddennda -- A person enters into a group discussion with preconceived ideas
of what topic should be discussed or how a problem should be solved.

9. Invisible Committees -- Realizing that a person participating in a group is in-
fluenced by other forces which effect his/her behavior. These include:

A. values, attudes, self-concept;
B. loyaltics to groups;

C. ways of behavior;
D. expectations, hopes, anticipation (more or less realistic)
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Accepting -- Liking a person is not necessarily accepting him/her. Accepting
someone does not necessarily mean liking him. Accepting a person means
essentially recognizing in him,'her, as another human being, strong needs,
feelings, purposes, and one who Should be listened to and understood so
that effective relations can be established. Acceptance of a person should
be the prelude to listening to him/her and to endeavoring to be helpful.

Support -- Most of us need at times to seek support, need occasional or frequent
reassurance that others respect us, love us, or accept us. Some of us try
to keep others at a comfortable effective distance (withdrawal), others of
us seek to maintain intimacy with a wide variety of people.

Competition -- A relationship between individuals whereby opposing members seek
to achieve or to attain total power in the situation. A person "wins" at
the expense of another person losing.

Fight -- Fighting with others tends to appear in several guises: in humor, in
debate and argument, in semantic quibbling, in strategy and counter-strategy.
With social growth, people tend to refine ways of fighting and to compete
in various subtle forms of humor and debate. Debate tends to lead to
polarization. And counter-debate is the converse of problem-solving. Par-
liamentary procedure provides a convenient structure for socialized fighting.

Gate Keeping Trying to make it possible for another member to make a contri-
bution to the group to get into the discussion by saying such things as,
'e havent heard anything from Jim yet," or suggesting limited talking time
for everyone that all will have a chance to be heard.

Control -- We all have needs to control and influence others. We may wish to
make friends in order to influence people. Advertising, propaganda, guidance,
education persuasion, management, manipulation are variously colored ways
of describing our efforts to control the lives of others, to get them to do
something that is good for us or that we think is good for them. When we
give advice, offer up another group member as a candidate for group role,
"bring out a silent member," we are trying to control their behavior.

Listening -- It is difficult to really listen. Most of us listen only partially
to the other. Consequently we make assumptions about the other's communica-
tion that are often inadequate. Listening takes the concentration necessary
to try to perceive the various communication levels present and the various
feelings and needs within the individual.

Conflict -- An extension of competition, to fight on a potentially destructive
level. Individual growth and social progress involves not only facing con-
flicts but also rationally and creatively working toward conflict resolution.
While diagnosing conflicts we should get outside our fears and/or exultation
in order to assess the nature of the conflict, its potentialities in terms
of growth for those involved, and the best deployment of our resources for
helping to actualize the growth potentials.

F1i&ht -- Flight is taking off into the wild blue yonder, "of there and then",
of trivia, and/or distractions to avoid coming down to earth. The critical
thing about flight is that the group in flight, avoids facing and dealing
with the real problems confronting and blocking it as it seeks to become
more effective.



OBSERVING THE PROCESS

by Michael Bishow, University or Oregon

In observing the group process, organizing and filtering information will
increase the effectiveness of your feedback. Here are some concepts which you
may use to observe behavior in the groups. These concepts are commonly considered
in group interaction. You can add your own concepts and observational definitions
once you understand the format.

Conceptual definitions define the dynamic to be tracked with observable
actions. Clusters of dynamics make up a process such as conflict, flight, in-
clusion, etc. If you see a certain repeated pattern of dynamics you may form a
hypothesis that a certain process (i.e., inclusion) might be occurring. Labeling
the process is your attribution. If you know which behaviors are significant to
each dynamic you can document it. A set of dynamics make up a process, therefore,
in levels of abstraction, from most precise to most abstract, the model looks like
this.

PROCESS

More Precise CLUSTER OF

DYNAMI C

BEHAVIORAL SEQUENCE,

1

OBSERVABLE

'I

LABEL /

DYNAMICS More Abstract

LABEL

FREQUENCY, PATTERN

BEHAVIOR



TRACKING BEHAVIORS

Using simply frequency counts is the easiest way if you select a set of
behaviors which fit a dynamic you guess is there in the group pattern. Then you
can use your own coding or one of these suggested maps.

1. Network 2. Matrix 3. Linguistic forms
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L' r

L
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, .J "I" initiations 111

X "I" responses jj

x
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x 'y" responses ii/
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4. Directional Pattern
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TIME

Choose a short (S - 10 minute) period of time to document a dynamic. Report
the data by time frames. Compare time frames to show a shift in group pattern.
Report hypotheses that didn't check out if a number insists that a certain process
was an issue when the documentation shows it was not. Try to report what you think
the dynamic was at the same time.

DYNAMICS FOR PROCESS OBSERVATION

Expressed Feeling (openness)

Total number oF feeling statements
Percent of group members expressing present feelings
Frequency of touching

Positivity of Interaction (Affection)

Percent of statements which are positive regarding group, people
Frequency of eye contact
Reinforcement for actions of other members



Reciprocity (Responsiveness Interpersonally)

Percent of statements which are responded to directly
Percent of non-verbal behaviors which are mirrored (symmetrical)

Mutual looking (eye contact)

Intensity of Interaction

Speed of talk (words per minute)
Number of people talking/time
Percent of silence
Increase in loudness, higher vocal pitch

Clarity of communication (aareement on meanin

Congruity of verbal/non-verbal behaviors
Percent of message confirmation (verbal, i.e., I understand) (non-verbal,

i.e., head nod)
Frequency of correct paraphrases, or perception checks

Equality of Participation

Percent of air time taken by each member
Frequency of interruptions
Number of initiations

Degree of task orientation

Frequency of goal task reference
Statements about importance of goals
Percent of time consistent with task/Goal

Redundancy of interaction = (ritual, boredom, predictability

Number of topic changes
Number of 'inncvative suggesticns
Repeated network structure
Repeated rhythm of interaction
Repeated respondents or participants



RULES FOR OBSERVATIONS AND INTERVENTION

by Elaine Yarbrough, University of Colorado

1. WAIT: learn to recognize your initial responses to others and then wait
for more, from yourself and from others.

1) Wait for people to say all they can at the moment
2) Wait until you can feel the essence of what the other is saying/feeling
3) Wait so that the other can feel his/her response. Often the instructor

rushes in to relieve tension, disavow anger or boredom, etc. Let

people experience what they experience; and, at the same time, notice
your response to them. You will then not only be in on the process of
learning, you will also know more accurately how to intervene.

4) Remember that you do not have to do anything about peoples responses,
except understand them.

2. Listen with your imaging mind

As people talk, image what they are describing. For example, if someone is
describing a conversation with another as a struggle, the image and feeling
is very different from a conversation described as a flowing exchange of
ideas. Helpful intervention often centers around painting a verbal picture
of the image you get while listening to the student. The feeling is often

you and the student looking at an outside picture. One result is that feed-

back becomes less threatening. Remember, the goal is to collaborate with
the student in creating a meaningful picture, not to compete about whose
image is correct.

3. Keep. levels of observation distinct

1) What behavior you can actually observe (see, hear, touch, smell) from
self and others in the moment, and
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2) What interpretations you are making of those behaviors.

Label your observations so that you and students are aware of what level
you are discussing. Distinguishing between levels will help you give
good feedback, i.e., you will give specific behaviors that lead you to
your conclusions (interpretations). People can then agree or disagree
with your meanings and have a choice about whether or not they want to
change. You will be less likely to "play' competitive, interpretive
games (e.g., arguing who's perception is right) if you are specific about
what behaviors led you to your interpretations.

Sample Interventions:

1) Use phrases like "My observation is.. ." and "my guess is.. .' to separate

what you can observe from what you interpret.

2) Ask students to be specific about actions that led them to their feelings
and conclusions.

3) Ask students to fantasize/guess what others are thinking and intending:
use guessing tendencies to clarify assumptions and then check them out.

4. Stay in the present, both observing and processing.

When you begin to think about what you'll say next or worrying about a past
response, you miss a great deal of information in the moment that is pro-
duced by students' interactions. You are also more likely to search for

the interactions you expect rather than processing what is actually happen-
ing when you do not stay in the here and now with observable behaviors.

To stay in the present, ask "what' and 'how' questions, instead of "why."
"Why" questions necessitate a "because' answer which connotes justifica-
tions and defense of feelings and perceptions. What and how evoke specific

additional information.

5. Focus on what IS happening, not what should be.

6. Give self and students permission to feel and think what they are feeling
and thinking. Acceptance, paradoxically, allows change.

7. Encourage students to take responsibility for their responses. Self

attribution is the basic requirement for awareness, acceptance and potential
change of responses.

Sample Interventions:

1) Turn questions into statements. There are few questions that are
requests for information and most are perceptions. Statements are

owned; questions typically are not and create defensiveness in others.

Example: "Don't you think that....?' typically means "I think that..

8. Be willing to be influenced. The essence of interpersonal collaborative
change is mutual influence. Being able to affect others is a key to
personal power, without which people typically have two responses, apathy/
boredom and/or aggression/violence.
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9. Follow and use the energy of the g'oup rather than resisting it.

10. Clarify your own personal feelings and perceptions of the moment so you
do not project onto students and so that you see students' responses more
"clearly.'

How to:
1) recognize your body tensions that cloud perceptions.
2) Recognize your demands of students, i.e., your need to control, to be

right, to be liked, to be included. '(our needs, particularly, if un-

recognized, will color your perceptions and interventions.
3) Turn off your internal dialogue, e.g., figuring out how to intervene,

so that you can observe what is going on.
4) Use your body responses as a gauge to the atmosphere in the room. For

example, if you are tightening up, check out the threat in the room.
If you are reacting to another very quickly, you are likely trying to
convince the other of something, so stop and do not make your comment
before paraphrasing the thought and feelings of the other.

11. Focus on and recognize the positive aspects of students' contributions.
For acceptance and change, people must know that they are worthwhile
enough to be able to risk exploration of self and potential change.

12. Do not make learning about self
long time before they met you.
others seems to give people dis
to examine what they see. Wise
other, instead of catching self
gives people permission also to

so heavy-handed--students have lived a
Humor that comes from wisdom of self and
tance with themselves so they can afford
humor emanates from watchin self and

and other. Interventions from watching
watch. Catching creates defensiveness.

BLOCKS TO GOOD OBSERVATION

by Elaine Yarbrough, University of Colorado

1. Projection or attribution: displacing one's own feelings on to another.

The feelings you will likely displace are ones that you are afraid of,
that don't fit your self-image as an instructor, nale or female, that
are reflective of biases you feel you shouldn't have, etc. The smaller

range of feelings you allow yourself, the more you will project and con-

sequently, the less clearly you will be able to observe students' reactions.

For example: If you do not trust the class but are not willing to say
that to self, you may project that class members do not trust you, react
accordingly, and thereby establish mistrust. You can often tell what
feelings you're projecting by noticing what feelings in others you are

hyper-sensitive to.

You can also check out your projections by changing statements of "People

here seem to be angry" to "I am angry."

Similarly, when students are giving perceptions of others or the situation,
a question to them may be 'Are you feeling that way also?"
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2. Focusing on what reactions students should have rather than the ones they
do have. This violates the process "Rule' of starting where people are,
instead of where they are rot.

Examples: A common form of this "block" is blaming people (generally
covertly) for not being open and honest and for being super-
ficial. This is another way of competing, playing one-up-man,
with a new vocabulary, i.e., "I can be more honest than you
can be."

If a simulation is "supposed' to evoke competition and people
are apathetic or cooperative, then the focus should be on
what did happen and the participants' explanation of the
behavior, instead of trying to find competition or make
people competitive. There is always something to process
since nothing never happens.

3. Needing to be right in your perceptions. Your perceptions are simply
another way of seeing things that need to be checked out.

Even if someone, for example, seems angry to you, all you can do is offer
your perception and the person's effect on you and ask for confirmation
or disconfirmation. If the other says that was not his/her feeling or
response, then that person's explanation should not be argued with. You

can still explain the person's effect on you and own your response with-

out forcing the other into ar explanation of his/her motivation.

4. The assumption that understanding will lead to harmony. Sometimes you
may facilitate clarification of responses so that students decide to be
in conflict. If you do not like conflict, then you may, as an instructor,
attempt to smooth over perceptions and feelings to avoid conflict and
thereby teach students, experientially, to avoid clarifying feelings and
reponses so that conflict may be dealt with constructively.

5. Three typical responses that block good processing (increasing awareness)
are judging, helping, and explaining.

Judging: scorn, laughter, jeering, ignoring, moralizing, convincing the
others you are right.

Helping: trying to get rid of "bad" feelings; saying a person "shouldn't
feel that way which talks the person out of his/her feelings;
reassurance, i.e., "It's not that bad"; comfort when it not
needed, setting up a competitive game or situation and then
denying the strength of the responses.

Explaining: telling someone what his/her motives are or analyzing why
he/she is doing or saying something; communicating that you
have the person figured out or diagnosed which typically sets
up a win/lose argument or a power struggle over who's inter-
pretation of "me" is right.
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WAYS TO ENHANCE YOUR EERIENCE IN A TRAINING GROUP

By John W. Keitner

A. Enhancing Your Intellectual and Physical "Engager" with Each Other.

1. TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR WHAT YOU DO AND SAY. Use words that emphasize that
are taking responsibility for what say. Instead of saying "I can't,"

say "I 'ct'ont." Instead of saying "I don't kncw how I feel," say "I choose not
to be in touch with my feelings." If you are quiet, it is riot because of the
t.ilkative person, it is because you choose to be quiet arid 12 choose not to
interrupt and you choose not to change the subject, etc. You are responsible
for everything that happens to you in this experience.

2. BE_ArrHTNTIC. Do what you really feel, not what you feel others expect you to
do. (When you try new behaviors, do not label yourself as phony. New
behavior will feel "not me" until you have incorporated it and made it your
own.)

3. PERSONALIZE. Change it to I or Make all general statements into personal
statements.

4. CREATE A CLfl'IATE WHERE DIFFERENCE IS ACCEPTED. Do your "thing" and permit
others to do their "thing." It is not necessary for everyone else to be the
sate as you in order for you to be self-directing and free.

5. MODEL THE BEHAVIORS THAT YOU WISH TO OCCUR IN YOUR GROUP. Instead of telling

people how they should behave (e.g., 'Why don't we all be more open."), model
(show) this openness yourself. Be the way you want others to be. Set the

rules. for your group of engaging in the behavior that you would lIke to see
accepted.

6. TUNE IN TO YOUR BODY. Accept your body signals as messages to yourself.
Are you aware of any tension or incipiant movement? Exaggerate the movement

and see what happens to you.

7. USE ACTION AS A COTJNICATION. Show as well as tell. Do as well as talk

about. If you feel close to somebody, move close to him/her. If you fael

distanced by someone's comments, immediately move away from him/her. If you

feel out of it, close your eyes, or physically move away from the group.
These actions are first steps in communication. After moving you can then
talk about how you felt moving or others in the group can react or relate to
your movement. The action should be used as a communication.

8. SUSTAIN TWO WAY COfUNICATION POSSIBILITIES. If you feel like withdrawing,

withdraw to a corner of the room, but do not leave room. This makes it
evident that you want to withdraw or have withdrawn, but at the same time
permits others to either respect your withdrawal or to engage with you about
your withdrawal. If you leave, your communication is one-way and the com-
munication possibilities are closed for the moment.

9. TALK TO A PERSON INSTEAD OF ABOUT OR AT HIM/HER. Be specific. Look at the

person eye to eye and talk directly to him/her. Enhance the I-thou relation-

ship.

B. Enhancing Your Meanings and Helping the Other to Respond To You.

1. M..AKE STATENTS INSTEAD OF ASKING QUESTICNS. Avoid questions. Often questions
are indirect ways of making statements. You will be more effective if you
make statements. The group qill be more effective if people in the group will
monitor questions-askers and ask them to convert their questions into statements
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04.1 can still solicit information by making requests, for example:
'I would like to know how you feel."

2.. IF YOU MUST ASK
QUESTIONS9 ASK "HOW." How do you feel? How do you experience?

Where and how in your body do you experience? In what behavior (how) do you
want to engage?

3. DISPENSE WITH '%ThTY" QUESTIONS, whenever possible. "Why" questions usually
turn a person to a sterile kind of intellectualizing and move him/her to
rationalize about his/her behavior rather than acting thoughtfully on it.

4. USE BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTIONS. If a person is leaning toward you or away from
you, describe his/her position relative to you. If his/her voice is lour or
soft, describe the quality as it appears to you.

5. ASSIJNE THAT EVERY CO'URThICATION IS UNCLEAR AND INDEFINITE. Assume that
language and behavior messages only have apparent clarity. They only ppro':-
Im.te the intent of the sender, they rarely are sufficiently clear and precise
as to be absolutely unmistakable. If you make these assumptions you will 5ee
the need to check on what you are receiving continually. Here are some
suggestions:

a. Restate in your own words, in a fresh way, the essence of the message
received by you from the other person. Or, paraphrase that message. Find
out if you are receiving the message of that person as that person
intended. If you are not receiving the message as intended, then the other
person (the sender) will know that the message sent did not get through
to you and with that information can do something to make the message
more clearly understood. THIS IS THE FEEDBA( PROCESS.

b. If you have an impression about the other person's emotional state,
recognize it as your impression. Describe the behavior as you see it and
tell the person your impression of the behavior...then check to see if
the other person is experiencing or feeling as you perceive. Try to find
out about the other person's internal state from that person rather than
telling that person what it Is. Doing this requires that you be in touch
with your own inner condition. You can make yourself better understood
by others by describing your own inner conditions openly and freely.

c. THE MOST USEFUL FEEDBAG( TO YOUR FRIEND IS A BEIAVIORAL DESCRIPTION RATHER
THAN AN INFERENCE ABOUT HIS/HER UNDERLYING CONDITION OR MOTIVATION. Tie
your reports of how you experience the other person to your own feelIngs
about that other person. What ycu are doing then is to give the other
person information about yourself as well as about him/her.

6. MAKE YOUR STATENENTS SPECIFIC RATHER THAN GENERAL. "You bumped my cup."
rather than "you never watch where you're going."

BE TENTATIVE RATHER THAN ABSOLUTE. "You appear to me to be unconcerned about
Jimmy." rather than, "you don't give a damn about Jimmy and never will.h

INFORM RATHER THAN ORDER. "I hadn't finished yet." rather than, "Stop inter-
rupting me."

7. EXALES OF HELPFUL KINDS OF INFOR!ATION ARE:

a. BEHAVIOR. DESCRIPTIONS. Reporting specific acts of the other that affect
you. "You cut in before I had fi±iIhed my sentence."

b. DESCRIBING YOUR OWN FEELINGS. "I feelblue." "I like what you just saId."

c. PERCEPTION-CHECiING RESPONSES. Checking'ith the other to determine if
your perception of his/her feelings is threct. "Did my last statement
bother you?"
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d. PARAPHRASE. Rephrase the other's comments about you to make sure you
understand them as he intends them. Also, check to make sure the other
understands your comments in the way you intend them.

In describing feelings you should try to describe them in such a way that
they are seen as temporary and capable of change rather than as permanent
attitudes. For example, "at this point I'm very annoyed with you."
rather than, "I dIslike you and I always will."

8. AVOID statements that sound as if they are information about the other person
but are really expressions of your own feeligs coming out j

a. JUDGENENTS about the other. "You don't like me.'

b.
NA-CALLING2 trait labelling. 'You're a phony." "You're too rude."

c. ACcUSATIONS. Inputing undesirable motives to c:hes. 'You enjoy puttIng
people down?" "You always have to be in the center of attentIon."

d. CO1ANflS, and orders. "Stop laughing.' "Don't talk so much."

e. SARC3M. "You always look on the bright side of things, don't you?"
(Wbr the opposite is meant.)

C. Dëvelopi and DealIng With the Here and Now.

1. USE BEHAVIORS WhICH MOVE YOU INTO THE HERE AND NO1. When you describe another
person's behavior; when you report on your own internal state; when you use
action to communicate about how you feel at the moment; and, when you look
at a person and talk directly to him/her, you are engaging in HERE AND NOW
behavior. As a rule, you will find that important interaction takes place in
the HERE AND NOW and that discussion past or future events is a way of dig-
tancing from others, and/or retreating or "flightlng" from the issue.

2. YOUR AWARENESS OF AN INTERNAL STATE 7ITllIN YOURSELF IS A MESSAGE TO YOURSELF.
You should tune into it; share it; respond to it. Describe it to others
rather than interpret ("My heart is beating fast." rather than "I am anxious.")

3. DO THE THING THAT YOU ARE AFRAID OF AND THEN DEAL WITH THE CONSEQUENCES OF
YOUR BEHAVIOR. A good assumption is that you have the capacities in excess
of your expectations. The only way that you can discover that this is true
is to take a risk and engage creatively in behaviors that you see as beyond
your capability.

4. ANXIETY IS OFTEN A SYTOM OF REHEARSING FUTURE BEHLVIOR. If you engage in
the behavior NOW, the anxiety will dissipate. If you feel anxious you can
interpret this as a sign of danger and then you will engage in avoidant or
defensive behavior. The same cues which you interpret as anxiety are often
better translated as signals of excitement; that you are about to enter into
new territory; that you are about to engage In new behavior with unknown
consequences. If you interpret your discomfort in this way, then you will
be more likely to take creative risks. You will be more ready to attempt new
behaviors and to move beyond the limits which you have previously set upon
yourself. That's hcw growth takes place.

D. Relating to Each Other.

1. TELL HOW YOU FEEL. TELL HOW YOU EERIENCE. Avoid making interpretations.
Tell the person the effect he/she is having on but avoid telling the
other person what's going on inside him/her. If you must interpret,
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first give the observable behavioral date which has led to your inference,
then give your inference.

2. INTERPRETATIONS ARE OFTEN PROJECTIONS. That is, we interpret the other person

in the light of our own dynamics.

RULE: IF YOU INTERPRET ABOUT ANOTHER PERSON, THE RULE IS THAT YOU THAN HAVE

TO SAY THE EXACT SA THING ABOUT YOURSELF AND TEST IT OUT AS A

PROJECTION.

You must say all the words again about yourself that you said interpreting the
other person. If the statement does not fit, you do not have to own or keep

it. If it does fit about yourself, then y should declare that in addition

to making an interpretation about somebody else, 1.2 are also revealing some-

thing about yourself. Group members need to monitor this and to take respons-

ibility that the rule is kept. To repeat: whenever anyone makes an interpre-

tation first test it out as a projection by saying it about yourself. If it

still applies to the other person then give the behavioral descriptive

evidence, underline your interpretation to support your inference. These

descriptive behaviors may then be consequently validated by checking out if

other people in the group share your observations.

3. DON'T BE "HELPFUL". This is not to say that you cannot be considerate,

concerned, and available. It means that we want to provide a climate in which

persons can discover what they can do for themselves; that they can be self-

directing; that they have strengths and potentials and self-resources which

they do not fully utilize. It means that we engage with each other with the

assumption that the other person has strength. Too much willingness to be
"helpful" to the others implies that you may be saying you think that the
others cannot help themselves. Being "helpful" often blocks the opportunity
for all of you to discover that the others do have the ability to be self-
directing.

4. CONSIDER THE SYSTEM in which you are operating. For example, a talkative

person seems to dominate the group. If you examine what's happening you'll
find that people keep engaging the talkative member. They ask him/her questions
or talk about the talkativeness, or fight with him/her in order to get him/her

to be quIet. These behaviors keep the process going and suggest that the
"problem" has some utility for the system. (If the talkative member becomes
quiet, then the quiet members would have to talk.) THE CONDITION MAY BE QANCED
NOT BY FORCING THE OTHER PERSON TO BE DIFFERENT, BUT BY YOUR ENGAGING IN A
DIFFERENT 1AY.

E. Developing and Maintaining Openness.

1. TRY TO CONVEY THAT mis INTERACTION INDICATES THAT YOU VALUE YOUR RELATION
WITH THE OTHER PERSON AND WISH TO D4PROVE IT because it is important (If it
really does.).

2. AIM AT CREATING A SHARED UNDERSTANDING OF YOUR RELATIONSHIP. You wish to

know how the other perceives and feels about your actions. You wish the
other to know how you perceive and feel abcut his/her actions.

3. OPE&'IESS INVOLVES RISK-TAKING. You cannot receive a maximum guarantee with

minimum risk, Be willing to risk your self-esteem, being rejected or hurt
by the other, etc. if the relationship is important to you. Do not ask that
the other person guarantee not to become angry or feel hurt by your comments.
You must be willing to risk the others being themselves--whatever they feel--
in the effort to make the interaction into a learning situation for all of
you.
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4. DISCUSSION SHOULD BE NONCOERCIVE and not an attempt to g others to change.
Each person should use the information as she/he sees fit. Your attitude
should not be "Who's wrong and who's right," but 'What can I learn from this
discussion that will make our working together more productive and more
satisfying?'

5. TIMING IS IMPORTANT. Share reactions as close to the behavior that aroused
them as possible so that the others c.zill know exactly what behavior is being
discussed. For example, behavior during the interaction itself can be commen-
ted on, e.g., "What you just said is the kind of remark that makes me feel
pushed away."

6. DISCUSS DISTURBING SITUATIONS AS TIIEY OCCUR rather than saving up massive
accumulations of hurt feelings and annoyance and dumping them on the other
all at one time.

F. Some Additional Observations from Murial Schiffman's Gestalt Self-Therapy

1. Examine yourself on a 1-10 scale in terms of the following opposites:

..O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10..

Hard .................................... Gentle
Suspicious .................................... Trusting
Stupid .................................... Clear

Ugly.................................... Beautiful

Dependent .................................... Independent
Sensitive .................................... Insensitive
Undersexed .................................... Oversexed
Authoritarian ..................................... Democratic

2. "Acting out judgmental feelings always creates a barrier to communication.
It separates you from the other person, keeps him at arms length." (M.

Schiffman, GESTALT SELF-THERAPY. Self-Therapy Press, 1971, P. 68).

Modes of judgmental acting out are:

Disapproving Condes ending Labelling
Criticizing Teaching Categorizing
Scolding Helping* Describing other's
Showing "shock" character
Showing "outrage"

* "Let me teach you how to behave." "I like what you did."

3. Playing "Lawyer" is also a stumbling block to communication. (I'm right--
he's wrong." etc.)

Blaming is a process of avoiding an inner confrontation with conflict between
"parent" and "child."

4. THE NEED TO CONTROL IS A NEUROTIC TRAIT. The controller fears the unpredict-
able. He is intolerant and contemtuous of his fellows and is threatened by
autonomous, self-directed people. "A puppet-master in a world of puppets
is a lonely creature." (N. Schiffman, P. 85)

CONTROLLERS use anger, blackmail, manipulations, appeasing, non-sexual
seduction, sexual seduction, brain-washIng, playing parent, and playing child.

The controlling person:
a. Cannot tolerate daily events; but thinks obsessively about changing them.
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b. Cannot tolerate others' thoughts, feelings, actinns; but thinks obsessively

about changing them.

c Is repelled by details in others: physical appearance, their dress, talk,
laugh, etc.....is judgmental about others' life style: too reactionary or too
conforming or too off-beat; too fastidious or too solvenly: too different

from you.

d. Feels compulsively responsible for changing events and people, suffers intense

disappointment, frustration, obsessive thinking or anxiety when experiencing

failure. CM. Schiffman, p. 90).

5. The courage to fail allows us to have deeper feelings and to grow.

A "...phobic attitude toward failure distracts us from our deeper feelings,

keeps us from growing. Adversity, pain, can be therapeutic only when we

dare to experience our true emotions. To fail from time to tIme in work,

love, friendship, parenthood, is part of the human condition. When we

stumble and fall and pick ourselves up again, we learn to know and accept

ourselves. This kind of self-awareness brings us closer to others, more

accepting of their weaknesses: it makes us more human.

But when we focus on the shame of failure we are warding off feelings that

enrich us; we dehumanize ourselves. The only way we can avoId painful feelings

is to cover them up, push them down where they will add to and aggravate

earlier hidden emotions, make us more neurotic.

If we peel away the layer of shame and feel what lies underneath, if we

stop focusing o.n the problem of success and failure, and experience all the

emotions stirred up by this misfortune, we can take a big step forward in

our personal growth. (N. Schiffman, P. 101)
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The Strategy of Intervention

Underlying all design of thefacilitator's function are the goals being

sought by the participants, by the facilitator, and by the program in which all arc

functioning. The identification of the goals of the group and the program are vita.

and should .. stated clearly the beginning. In fact, one facilitator strategy

wculd be to get the grcup to deal with goals at the very beginning of the small

group sessions.

In any event, a ccnstant problem faces each facilitator: 'Should I intervene

at this point, or should I leave things alcae?' Here are several guidelines to heli

in making that decisicn:

/ - The purpose of an intervention is to facilitate the group learning about

its own processes.

Interventions can help participants find support among the group for changes

they may want to make.

/- Sharing of the facilitator's feelings about the group's growth, learning

and effectiveness is always a legitimate intervention when the group can handle it.

- Interventions can be centered on procedure so that the awareness of pro-

cedure is maximized for the group.

- As the group becomes able to diagnose its own difficulties and perform

its cwn growth, development, and maintenance functions the facilitator should

intervene less and less frequently.

- Interventions can be helpful to. individuals as well as tc the group in

exposing behavior for analysis.

The facilitator interventions can be helpful in encouraging the use cf

effective feedback by the group when the facilitator's intervention is in the form

of feedback.

'i- Interventions may become necessary when a person or sub group becomes

threatened by group or personal analysis. The tolorance lcvel must be judged by

the facilitator.

Interventions must be non-defensive and authentic.
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- The facilitator is not just another participant. The facilitator is a

The facilitator has more power than anyone else in the group. (The effect

is that if a vote were taken the impact cf the facilitator would be as if he/she

cast more than one vote.)

ing

The facilitator is responsible for keepin me:obers aware of what is happen-

The facilitator is responsible for developing ncrs and standards of

procedure that are consistent with the learninc theory and process of the program.

;- The facilitator must keep the tension level of the group operating at an

optimum level--neither too 1ittleor too much.

- The facilitator must cive vitality to the group.

- The facilitatcr must become a referee once in a while.

C- The facilitator must provide opportunities for members to deal with their

relations with authority and power.

The facilitator is responsiUle for preventing and/cr help9ng, to break up

group names which inhibit learning about group process.

I- Interventions must lead to diagnosis and not to suggestions for changes.

Interventions can help participants find support amonc tho roup for changes

they may want to make.

The facilitator is responsible for helping: the member separate the pcsitive

goal centered aspects of his actions from those which are seen as negative by

others and cause him to want to change.

/4 The facilitator should help the participants deal with aggressive

behavior by helping participants to see the consequences of their 5ehavior to

state and deal with their respective values about these consequences, and to

enccuraye collaboration in resolvino differences.
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'- The facilitator should influence the climate of the group so long as the

participants are free to learn in their own way.

The facilitator must be exolicit about his/her cbjectives and must provide

sufficient information and opportunity for the members to evaluate these goals

against their own objectives.

The facilitator must use his/her own authentic self in dealing with the

group. This means taking risks and exposing parts of coo's self with which the

facilitator is struggling.

The facilitator's own problems should not become a part of the group's

problem or process except as it will enhance cr facilitate the group's progress.

The timing of interventions must depend on the inner feeling and percep-

tion of the facilitator.

Types of Intervention Focus

Content Fccus

Couments and contribution on the topic being discussed, sharins of
experiences on that tonic, providing research data on the topic)
giving opinions about aspects of what is being said about the topic.

Not usually used by a trainer because it takes group away from
dealing with its own process.

Process Focus:

Couments which aim to direct attention toward what is happening in
the group 'here and. now."

Feeling Focus:

Couments or questions aimed at eliciting feeling statements from
group members.

Structure Fccus

Givino of sugrestions, directions, etc. which influence the direction
the group takes in respect to its procedures, exercises, manner of
working, etc.
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Feedback Focus

Direct report back to a person or group cf what is beinc- said and/or
done. It is not a reaction or response to what is said and done but
simply a director paraphrased return of the same message sent.

Cognitive Focus:

Specific comments and presentation of theory, rationale9 research,
etc. rerardino, group and/or personal-interpersonal processes.

Group Role Function Focus

Performance of some of the task and maintenance functions that will
facilitate learning.

Task Functions

Opinion Seekino asking for reactions to what is taking, place.

Opinion Giving - giving personal ideas and judgments about what
is going on in the group.

Initiating starting an idea, a procedure, cr an exercise,
beginning the diSCUSSiOn, suggesting a change cf direction, etc.

Elaborating - expansion or development of an idea already pre-
sented.

Coordinating pulling together different ideas already existing

in the rrouj.

Suarizino - hrinc-ing together the various ideas and activities
that have been expressed or have taken place.

Consensus Testino - asking for deoree of member agreement.

Technician- p&rformance of physical tasks, routine tasks such
as distributing materials running machines, etc.

Reality Testino expicration of whether a Eposed action is
desirable or possible and its consequences.

Maintenance Functions

Encouraging - praising, supporting, accepting, providing positive
reinforcement for participants.

Harmonizin - reconciling differences between members.

Gate Keepinc - encouraoement of others to participate, making a
timely request for other's participation.

Standard Setting - expression of a norm, criteria, rule, or
principle of group process to be fcilcwed,
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c The presence of these roles or functions does not presuppcse
that the facilitator will use them alL Practical1y some functions
are better performed by the group from the beginning. Ideally if

a group develops adequately, it will provide all of these functions
withcut the facilitator. Thus as the rcup becomes more capable
of doing these itself the facilitator reduces his/her use of them.

Dia1ncstic Fccus

Suggestion of hypotheses relating to what is happening in a group.
An analysis of what is taking place. An attempt to get the group to
enter into the process of diagnosing its own problems.

Protection Focus:

Keeps members from being over-exposed when it is not apprcpriate
to the group. Directing persons and group away from areas where no
one present can cope with the outcomes. Maintaining the positive
concern for each person. Avoidance of negative criticism when it is
not requested or appropriate.



SUGGESTIONS FOR GROUP PROCESS AND PERSONAL AWARENESS DEVELOPMENT FACILITATORS

YOUR PREPARATION

- Experience, as a participant, at least three well-directed and intensive

encounter-sensitivity-T-awareness (etc.) roups

- Have more than casual familiarity with some of the significant didactic litera-

ture on the subject, i.e. Lakin, Goliembiewski3 Schutz, E'an, Dyer, Bradford,

Rcers, Thelin, etc.

- Know scmethin about the critical research in facilitator methodology and

evaluation of the outcomes of group process traininp.

Know as much as possible about the areas of danger and difficulty in awareness

training

- Have a pretty clear and confirmed (by reliable others) perception of yourself

and where you are personally in respect to your

-- physical-emotional needs and behaviors;
sccial-status--membership-inclusicn-needs and behaviors;

growth and development needs and behaviors

-- love-affection-support needs and behavior;

-- epa and acoression needs and behavior.

- Have on intense desire to serve others by facilitatino their prowth and

development.

- Be able to survive and prcw in orcups where you may be under heavy threat and

attack conditions

Know hcw to pive and receive iove trust, and affection.

- Know as much as possible about proup and personal development phases (i.e.,

the Reid hypothesis and others) and how they look9 sound, feel in actual

experience

- Know scmethinp about styles of intervention and their effects.

YOUR MEETING AND PRE-MEETING BEHAVIOR
AND INTERVENTION PROCESS

Check out your meetinp area and have it ready when the first participants

arrive. ('Readiness7 may mean any number of thins's, i.e., you may want to

have a disarray so that the group will seek its own order, etc.).

- Maintain time schedule expectations and commitments (s you do this at first

the rou will be able to more readily adapt to its own needs if they vary).

- Make no decisions for proups or individuals in relation to content.

- .nticipate the p:ssible effects of any intervention you make and be ready to'

adjust in other directions if the anticipated responses do not occur.
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your. inteartion languae style on a gursña1 level ('I, "ce,"

and avoid 'it," 'they,'7 then')

- /Avcid askinp questions of a rhetorical nature, i.e., questions in which the

answer is contained such as "We don't want to start late, do weV' or "Are you

feeling sick?"

/

- ,When possible avoid askinp questions. Instead use statements which indicate

your functional process and facilitation position, i.e,,

questicn: "Are we off the here-and-now?"
statement: "It seems to me we are of- the hera-and-now.'

question: 'How did we arrive at this decision?"

statement: "I'd like to know how we cane to this decision."

question: "How WoUld yC:U like to start?"

statement: "There are several ways we can pet started such as . and we

probably have more. We need to decides
as a group, what

approach we will follow."

question: "Where are you?"
statement: "I'm concerned about where you are,' or "It would help me if I

knew where you were."

question: "Where is the locus of your anger in your body?"

statement: "I'd like to know where your anger seems to he effecting ycur

body the most."

- When there is a question in your mind or you are undecided as to whether you

should intervene at any point--don't.

- V Make your interventions when your own perception and awareness tell you they

will he useful for the group. Keep tuned in to your feeling, system.

- 'Be willing to deal with your ow-n problems in relation to the prouc openly and

clearly at appropriate times. But remember, the oroup is not a place to satisfy

or s olve gur acrsonal. needs andcblems.

When the group or person is taking care of their own process awareness and
growth, shut up and listen.

- When members of your -rcup become over extended in emotional expressions
and releases, let the group care for them. If the orcup does not, then be sure

you do. But, let the group do it when it can. Try to help all be ccmfortable

with onen and strong exnression.

- When an individual is working on a problem with others in the group or the
group itself, let your interventions be directed to this person only as long, as

the prouo is unable to cope with the person. As the group pains its own

strenc:th, you must fade into the background.

-Hardle all routine matters as quickly and as efficiently as possible. If the

routine is hooked up to the group's own growth and development let the group
members take some functional responsibility. Again, don't ask, state your

Fosition, i.e.:

question: "Jim, would you help me tabulate these attitude sheets?"
s toteraent "Some f you night 'ain some insight by tabulating these

attitude sheets," or "Jim, I could use some help. . .
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Introduce possibilities of action and/or
free fall, head massage, etc.) only when
"now" problem perceived by the group or
doing the exercises just for the hell of
inherent in each.

structured exercises (like blind walk,
it is clearly a method of dealing with a
Iery critical to its growth. Avoid
it and for the built-in kicks that are

- Avoid overtly or covertly showing that you may be taking sides in personal
disputes between members even though you fool one way or the other.

- Be willing to model open physical and social behavior in your facilitative role.

- Keep in mind you must have a level of objectivity toward your eroup in order to
be useful to your -:cup. This means yu must contr-1 your participation very
carefully.

- Watch your own defensiveness when your behavior is attacked. Keep it under

control but don't necessarily hide it. The group must learn to deal with you
as you are and the results of its own action.

- Listen with everything you've gct to listen withy Stay with what is happening

- As you listen keen testins- hypotheses, silently, about what is going to
happen, i.e., if you becin by givin several alternatives, consider possible
effects of each if the alternatives shouldn't be chosen, the effects of rejec-
tion of the sus-gestinns and what you will dc if the group does not respond,
etc.

- When you intervene, try to provide physical and/cr emotional nonverbal support
cjualities to your spoken words.

- Do the same when you're listening.

- When the group faces crises and/or critical decisions maintain your facilitative
function.

- Avoid being drawn into the group's flight-fiht or other types of over-
compensatory behavicr

WHEN YOU ARE A MEMBER OF A FACILITATING TEA1

- Know and/or learn about your teammates well. You need to have some real under-
standing of each other's needs, hangups, danger sis-nals, etc.

- Be open with your teacates, in your planning sessions, with your own aims,
needs, etc.

- In the early stages cf your working relationship, it may be best to assign
specific facilitatin: functions to each until you become fariliar with each
other's strenths and weaknesses; i.e.

a process observer,
a facilitative intervener,

--a cc:rdinator-conciliatcr, etc.
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When you are a Process Observer your interventions are in the nature of reports
of what you see happening in terms of group çrccess; i.e.:

-- decision-nakino
-- participation
-- leadership and authority
-- conmiunication

etc.

-- verbal and non-verbal behavior
-- cohesion
-- locomotion
-- oersonal roles and behaviors

- When you are a Facilitotor-Intervencr your interventions are in the nature of
statements focusing attention on group process issues7 on personal and inter-
personal process issues, and on such thinos as the openness or closedness of
members with each other and the group, etc.

- When you are a Coordinator-Conciliator your interventions are in the nature of
suggestions for alternative structured activities which the group may use at a

given point and led by the Facilitator-Intervenor, You also function as the
facilitator-team coordinator and dc-briefer after and between each session.
You work with the team members when there are team problems arising which were
inhibiting cr not sufficiently facilitating the group's growth.
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Group Description and Guidelines

Your group experience can be thought of as one engaging in lab-
oratory work. A laboratory is a unique place where experimentation
into new areas is performed with adequate safety controls. Your
group is an opportunity to engage in self-exploration by testing Out
new behaviors that may be threatening to try in outside experiences.

The Laboratory Group Structure

The structure of the laboratory group session; the roles of each
member of the group; the determination, definition and description of
the specific goals; the agenda for the group; and the content of the
discussion are to be determined by the group itself! The central con-
centration of the laboratory group is to enable you to participate in
dealing with the problems of your own growth and development and of
the group process inside the group. It is then important that you
examine that process as you go along.

Our Content is Us

What do we talk about in the laboratory group? The essential source
of subject matter for the discussion by the group is what is going on
within the group itself. Your group will have time, space, intraper-
sonal, interpersonal and process dimensions. Its time boundaries are
from the moment the laboratory group is born at its first session as a
new social entity to the moment it dies at the end of the course. Its

space dimensions are bounded by the rooms or areas in which your group
works. Its intrapersonal boundaries are the personality structures of
each person in your group. Its interpersonal scope is determined by
the interaction of each member of your group with every other member
of your group. The process dimensions of your group are built by the
communication, the leadership, the manner of your decision making and
problem solving, and the behavioral functions of each member of the
group and of the group as a whole. Our content is always US in the
group! To slip off into a discussion of someone else somewhere else is
a waste of time.

We Stay in the Here and Now

While the past is of some significance to us and the future may be
of more significance there are two principles that restrict our use of
them in training settings such as this. (1) The past is over--we can-
not re-do it nor change it. "The moving finger has writ!" (2) The

future is not yet here and there are multitudes of forces coming to-
gether to create that future of which we are not a party at this moment.
Further, what we are now is the culmination of all that has preceded this
moment. If we are to deal with the future realistically the only way to
do it is to cope with the now. For what we do now can have some influence
on what we will be tomorrow.



Thus, talking about other groups, other persons, other places, other

things, other situations, etc. appears to have limited value to us in under-

standing what our immediate group is doing. The particular collection of

characters in your group does not exist in any other time, space, or context.

THE BEHAVIOR OF THIS GROUP IS THE ONLY BASIC REFERENT POINT THAT WILL BE

AVAILABLE TO ALL THE ERS OF YOUR GROUP. IT IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY THAT

YOU WORK FROM SUCH A CO4ON REFERENCE POINT. Talk about how you are feeling,

NOW! Talk about what you think, NOW! Talk about what you see, NOW! Talk

about what you want, NOW! Talk about your reaction to the others immediately

around you, NOW! This is the only substantive and practical content that you

will have in this laboratory.

This Grouo is Unique

There is no counterpart or similar type of group in any field of

endeavor. The laboratory group of this class at OSU uses a unique but
thoroughly tested method for developing personal sensitivity, understanding,

and skills. But there are some important limitations. This kind of group

cannot be used for any other kind of purpose than training and development.

That is, a group that has a given task to perform or produce must use some-U
what different structure and design. The particular nature of this group is

specifically adapted to the needs for developing personal sensitivity, under-

standing of self, and of developing the skills for dealing with other people

in a group communication situation. Many people, to their despair, have
tried to make training laboratory groups out of formal work groups or task

groups like committees, staffs, organizations, etc. It doesnTt work quite that

way.

While the understanding and the skills acquired in a training laboratory

are, and must be, useful in work groups and task groups, few of the general

techniques become central to the task group setting. Our assumption is that

by experiencing the laboratory group and learning from it about ourselves

and our ability to relate and interact with others we can then be more

effective as participants in the task and work group settings. This assump-

tion has stood the test of many trials over a long period of time.

So, the subject matter of our laboratory group is our own IPDIATE,
personal, HERE AND NOW! Our main agenda for discussion is the nature, the

process, the people, the communication, the methods of dealing with each
other, etc. of this group in this place at this time. Not yesterday, or

earlier today or tomorrow. RIGHT NOW! There is no other common experience
that everyone in our group has together and thus no other basic referent for

everyone in our group except our group.

Participation in the Laboratory

Your participation in the laboratory group WILL NOT BE GRADED! I want

you to feel free to experiment with new behaviors, with fresh and different

ways of being without the threat of failure hanging over you. I want you to

be able to cry a new behavior and if it doesn't work for you be glad that you

made that discovery. . .or if it does work for you be stimulated by the effect

it has on you and other people. . . not by the grade you might get for it.

Your participation must be your own and not subject to evaluation by anyone

but yourself.



Personal note to all participants:

If at any time you wish to talk over what happens in the class with

someone outside the class try to hold it back. Save your discussions and

questions for inside the class and inside your group. It is not that we

don't want those outside to know what happens here but it is that since
they cannot really know by getting it second hand, it is better that we
handle it within our own group. Further, to siphon off the energy generated
inside your group by talking it out and releasing that energy outside the
group you deprive your group of an opportunity to receive and cope with that

energy. . .whether it is negative or positive.

Also, if at any time you want to counsel with one of your facilitators
concerning your personal problems in respect to the course feel free to
contact one of them and make an appointment.



A SPECIAL BEHAVIOR NORM FOR THIS CLASS

Contrary to a great deal of myth about this class it is NOT a place
where we tear each other apart, play "hot-seat" with each other for
malicious purposes, etc. A standard of our procedure is that we support and

care for each other. We find ways of positive reinforcement of each other
in those areas where it is deserved. No one has the right to initiate a
criticism of anyone unless the object-person asks for the criticism and then
shows that he/she is capable of handling it. Openness is vital in our re-

lationships but unrestricted "tearing down" is TABU! A rule of thumb--
for every negative thing you may say to a person surround it by two positive
things. If someone asks you for criticism do not stop at telling what is
wrong--give the person SPECIFIC suggestions for improvement or specific help
in improving.

SUSTAIN THESE NORMS AND YOU WILL DISCOVER THE GROWING

POSSIBILITIES MULTIPLIED A MILLIONFOLD!

NOW TO BEGIN! !!!

You cannot be a casual participant and get much out of this experience!
YOU WILL NEED TO BE PRESENT AT EVERY SESSION to keep track of what is
happening. The growth and development of you and the group is a significant
thing to be a part of and to watch. If you miss any part, which may at the
moment seem useless, you may be missing some hidden factors that later will
become critical to the group experience.

Neither can you grasp what is going on without reading for supplementary
information and without paying careful attention to the lectures and demon-
strations. Take careful notes on these theory and analysis sessions. These
theory arid analysis sessions are "open hunting season" for you. YOU ARE
EECTED TO CHALLENGE THE PRESENTER, TO QUESTION CAREFTJLLY ANYTHING THAT DOES
NOT SEEM CLEAR, THAT YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND, ETC. YOU MUST TAKE THE RESPON-
SIBILITY OF REACHING OUT TO GET THAT INFORMATION.

You must be willing to challenge and to be challenged. You must be
willing to "level" with your colleagues and instructor in respect to your
feelings and thoughts. You must be willing to suffer a bit, to fight when
it is right, to love when it is good, to experiment when it will help you
learn, to try new ideas and new behaviors on for size, to test old ideas and
behaviors in the crucible of your group, and to let your REAL self find
expression and openness in the trusting atmosphere of the special group you
are now entering.

LET US, TOGETHER, EXAMINE, EXPERIENCE, AND EXPLORE OURSELVES AND EACH OTHER
WITH THE GOAL OF BECOMING MORE HUMAN AND CAPABLE OF DEALING WITH THE ISSUES
AND PROBLEMS AROUND US. Shall we begin?

**********J *********



SOME RANDOM OBSERVATIONS ON AND ABOUT THE HERE AND NOW

by

John (Sam) Keitner

When someone tells us to Be in the here and now!' it seems a little

obvious. But when we start trying to dc it things get a little mixed up.
Usually when we ask.people to deal with themselves and others in the "Here and
Now" things begin to get confused unlcss they are skilled ,at dealing with that
kind of present. We keep getting the Here and Now mixed up with the "There
and Then.'T There are good reasons for dealing with the Here and Now under
certain conditions. First, however, letTs try to clarify what being in the
Here and Now is like.

Notice the two lists of things which may be said in your group:

- I like the way you look today.

- I'm feeling very angry with
this proup.

- I'm feeling upset and hurting.

- You remind me of my mother as
you talk and that makes me
afraid of you.

- I'm really afraid to tell you
about myself.

- I feel you are talking too much.

- I'm feeling very manipulated by
you and it's making me angry..

You looked like a million yesterday.

You guys made me mad at our
meeting the other day.

I was upset the other day.

I was afraid of my mother; she was
always correcting me.

Telling people all about one's self
is a dangerous process.

I knew a committee chairman who did
all the talking for his committee.

I used to have a teacher who couldn't
let us do a thing we wanted. That
behavior used to make us angry.

- I want to know how you are feeling In our fraternity the men try to
right now in respect to what I'm talk about their feelings on the
saying. night we have our meetings.

- You look very withdrawn right now. Did you Co to the show last night?

- I feel helpless because no one
sees's to want to talk about what
is happening now. Everybody seems
to want to talk about something
the ret of us haven't seen or
heard of or experieaced.

etc.

I think the people at the Commons
are very unruly and thoughtless.

You fill in some more.



Here and Now

So, get the idea? Let's see if it fits into some generalizations or
principles which we can use as guidelines for our work.

1. The here and now is the IItEDIATE experience. It is not what
happened elsewhere at some other time to people who are not here now.

2. The here and now has to do with what is happening at the present to
those of us who arc immediately available to each other.

3. It is the result or the present culmination of everything that has
gone before us in time and relationships.

4. It is the moment in time preceded by all other moments of our time.

5. We mipht think of it as the boundary of our actual existence now.

Several conditions seem to be present when we are involved in the here
and now:

1. We are jointly engaging in some event or occasion which can be perceived
by all of us at once or iirmediately without attempting to look at
events prior to this event.

2. We are responding to each other in the immediate present. . .right

this mcnent. as we see and feel. This requires a certain degree
of openness.

3. The responses we make to each other and the manner in which we react
and behave with each other make up our existential here and now.

What about the Past? Doesn't It Have Value?

Of course th past has value. But one of the things that is very clear
when people get together is that their pasts are hidden from each other. If
we are to develop, understanding and awareness of each other we need to get in
touch with what is happening to us now. ut in doing so, we cannot forget that
the past leads us to the now. Even so, no recital of the past events or feel-
ings etc. can express what is happening to us now.

The past.is a prime source of inforration generated by the scientist
when he asks '7HYV It provides him with a Scientific answer to problems
he has posed coming frcm his immediate experience with something. Without
the immediate experience the scientist has no place to go. Thus, if the
scientist cannot describe what he sees immediately in the microscope he has
very little to help him start to look for why that is what he sees.

Therefore, when in training in interpersonal ccnmunication, asking each
other "WHYV really amounts to ducking the process of identifying and clarIfy-
in what is actually happening right now of significance to all of us. And,
until we know what is we dontt have much to work from.



Here and Now

What about the Future?

What is happening now sets up the future. That is, it forms an addition to
past events which, when manipulated in a logical manner may lead us to predict a
future event but not to experience it. We can only change our behavior in the now.
We cab plan to change it in the future but until the act is done it is not changed.
We cannot change it in the past. So, now is the only time we can change behavior
or experiment with different ways of being.

L



SOME BASIC GROUND RULES FOR OUR GROUP SESSIONS

1. Everyonewhoishe'belongs'here just because he is'here. There is no

other reason. (This is the prime rule. Nothing changesit.. 1t depends

onnothing else.)

2. New members become new members when they arrive.' When they walk In arid

remain, they become members. Whoever is here belongs..

3. What is true for each person Is determined by what is in him what he feels

dircetly, and,finds to make sense within himself and the way he lives inside

himself.

4. Decisions made by the group must have everyone taking part in their creation.

5. Our most Important and our first purpose is to make ontact with each other.

Everything else we may want or need-comes second

6. No one will repeat anything saidhere outside this group unless it concerns

only. himself. ,What-we sayhereis:confidential Thisapp1ies. to everything

done and said here, not just obviously private things After all, if any of

us want others to know somethingabout ourselves, wa can telithem about

ourselves by our own choice, i.e., this is not to be a source of malicious and

unfounded 'gossip about other people. If you wish to share with others

outside, confine your comments to your experience.

7. We try. to be as honest as possible with each other. We express ourselves as

we really are and really feel. : -.

8. If we'know things are a certain way, we do not pretend they' are nat that way.

We call it 'like it is

9. We listen for more than words. We listen for' the person inside who is living

and feeling.

10. The leader-trainer-facilitator is responsible for two things only:

a. He Lrotects the belongin, of every member.

b. He protects every member's being heard if this is getting lost.

II. We listen to everyone, including ourselves, from the inside and the outside

and in all the nonverbal dimensions our senses can perceive.

12. We seek to know ourselves as a prerequisite to knowing others and as a pre-

requisite to communicating with others rabout ourselves. '.

- -' t

13. W are free to experiment with our own feeiings.and perceptions.

-.! .. ':-" :'
r-- "''

14. Our subject is us. '..in'the herand now: Our relationships right now.

not yesterday. . .or tomorrow are the essence of our subject.

15. We seek to become 'opens' people who can receive freely the gifts of others

as well as give of ourselves.
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SELF-DISCLOSURE/TRUST/RISK TAKING

Self-disclosure will be facilitated by trust
but still involves an element of risk.

Self Disclosure

IS voluntarily telling someone something that they're unlikely to know.
IS here and now (present tense).
Is a particular style of communication which shows ownership of feeling.
IS saying "I choose not to share" if that's where you are.
IS reciprocal and incremental. Happens a little at a time.
IS a continuum from low level to high level, from superficial to intimate.
IS NOT "spilling your guts."
IS NOT telling past history.
IS NOT one sided.

What Happens When We Self Disclose

- Break through the facades that hide us from ourselves and others.
- Enables relationships to deepen.
- Makes me aware at the same time of oneness with others and my uniqueness.
- Allows changes to happen.

The issue is not whether or not we self disclose. We are always involved in self
disclosing. We can choose content, how much, and to whom. Some of those factors
are:

1. How much we trust the other.
2. How much we trust ourselves.
3. How big the risk.
4. How willing we are to risk.
5. The nature of the relationship
6. What is important for my personal well-being.
7. What is important for the relationship.
8. Appropriate timing.
9. The situation.

10. The effect of the self-disclosure on self and others.

Trust

Effects

- Is an issue only when the other person's behavior affects yous.
Is an incremental process--builds bit by bit.
Is easier to respond to than to offer.
Implies a confidence in the other's behavior.

- Involves risk taking.

- Trust allows self-disclosure; it lessens fears about concealing
parts of ourselves.

- Trust builds cooperation.
- Trust lessens the need for external structure.



Sel-1scosure/Trust/Rik Tiz; ?g 2

Tru tir.g behavior o cne' e rot te z4uccs trust in the other butdistrust iLng behavior st. j1Tos distrust.

s on trusts othexe, trus. o zneself is buIlt. k one trusts oneself, onrSuil& trust t7ith others.

Ttta,ir involves the da'gcr of bli:tg w'th the unknown. It Is dcisiom-Th11istion where the could leave the Ind&1duai ii't a woso&tic than if h ha4 zeleet:d othorw,s: or not selecteC at all.

- cn entail icai or zychc danger'
-. cn be doIng thing or cu he doiu thii.cn be inhent in uiy interpersonal latioi-;hethe,
you are yourself or puttir u a f this 'i3 can be
cenpow%de4 if C rlaeichi is buii: around a facde.- cn bc a1ked abouz Ir. tcrs c' succ s/aiiue probehlits.ti conets

- xjected value--The avere net gci o lo poctcd fro theriIkting. value o so!f dizlou'e aay dc on actors
such as trust aod surport .etls aLd the of
the situation.

Exrected ut11itv.-A suhjecIve eaaure of tho valu dIscussed
veor xanle, if you had to r.kc zn erergerey rhnc cl

but had no thit, the value of that diie bight be 1x ea.er
than ordinarily. The roa.-er the value of reli;:ionship, the
greater the potential rIsk through self-dislosuri.

SubjectIve p b.bi!ity-Ho our ciotions affect Low epro'1L1ti. Research shca that -isople c:r nphisize the
long sbot and der-e2iiate tho suror event fien copared
to the athe!rtatical statistics for acuai evont.'.

Surpizing>'fr not everyone is equally risky. Research shows ;hat hiiy
r.otivated persons who set high standards of excellence for eiiolve take
moderate ret rather than high-level risks. Aording to ItE. Cr
they isaily avoid taking high ris:s which seei& beyond theit gras, an they
also ao1d low risk courses of action where success would ii so easy that It
gould p z'vide little satsfact!cn. Highl' otivatcd perso:; tyjlcally da not

gathltng when outcome is detotned by chai:e factora. eoure persons
who fear failure often take eIther such absurdly high risk that they won't
own their responsibility for failure, or they take such low riaka that succeas
is practicily guaranteed. IndivIduals ho are nore at ea with theslvez
are ore likely to be flexible about adustIn their risk t:iking behavior sotMt it s pppriate to the ituatio.
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CONSTRUCTIVE SELF-DISCLOSURE

1. Self disclosure must begin with a desire to improve your relationship with
the other person.

2. Try to create a shared understanding of your relationship. You wish to know
how the other person perceives and feels about your actions and vice versa.

3. Realize that self-disclosure involves risk-taking.

4. The discussion should not be an attempt to make the other person change.

5. Timing is important. Reactions should he shared at a time as close to the
event as possible.

6. Disturbing situations should be discussed as they happen; hurt feelings and
annoyances should not be saved up and dropped on another person all at one
time.

7. Paraphrase the other person's comments to make sure you understand them as he
means them.

8. Statements are more helpful if they are specific rather than general; tentative
rather than absolute; and informing rather than ordering.

Use perception-checking responses to insure that you are not making false
assumptions about the other's feelings.

10. The least helpful kinds of statements are judgements about the other, name-
calling, trait-labeling, accusations, commands and orders.

11. The most helpful kinds of information about yourself and your reactions are
behavior descriptions and descriptions of your own feelings.

adapted from Reaching Out
Johnson



:RF:ICN M. L1C
i Cczi tt:n <i11 foi

ivi;roving er scna. RE.1ticsIv.p

T P:ob1et:

To cc ,ic3:e yo own f.ns c':r;iy or t t darstan thos'.

difficult.

'i:t, as.cr.s of erotia t&r.e .aav ..ff-ret fcrm. Feeling.; ;ar ei,re
.i/es in bcdi:r canres, i a'.c : c':r..

Secono, any specific e::.ion of .iiug may cc frcm 'ery di e:ent fee1ir
L, for :ple ny ird...:te that 'C: 5rtic'/C, o rrass or easy.

Lkeie, a spec.f Ic feng. does :o: ays ec pre:se.i in the s.e way.
?cr s:amplc. a chilcYs felin of fection fcr his tecc:hcr may lead him to blush

wh.n she stands near his desk, to touch er as he passes her, to watch hr as she

ks arourd the room. to tell her "Yofre nice,D to bring iS pet turl to show

er, t:.; different fc'rm of 'xDress ion indicates the child's feeling c ecticn.

Ccunicat-on of eelinge, thus, i often inaccurate ot ever. misleading. What

locks like an ejression of aner, for ate often turns out to resulE from hurt

feLlings or from fear.

A .farter obstacle to th accurate nicaticn of feelings is tnat your
parcerion of what another is feelia is basd on so tn:7 cafferent kiid of
inoon. When scme.one ou notic more ian juss the words ha says.
Yo. note his gestures, voice tone, posture, facial expressions, etc. In addition,
you are aare of the. iediate present situationthe c.ontext in whIch the

:.oreracticn is occurring. You are aare of ;ather somebody is watching, for
xmpiC. Therefore, you nake u'ptors ahc.ut how the ittatior it flu what

th other .s feeling. beyond iJ c.E this you also have expectations basd on your
pu;t a arieflce.3 with the other individual.

You make infere.ces from all of this irforntion--word, nonverbal cues,
th stustiOnal context, your axpe::ations of the other These inferences are
.in:lurced by your own current emotIonal state. What you perceive the other to
be fee3.ing, tber often depends more upon what you are feeling than. upon the

ot-er person's actions or words. For e;ampie, if you are feeling guilty about
so:.athng, you nay erceive others as angry with you. If you are feelir.; depressed

dIscouraged about yourself, others may en tc be expreising disapproval of you.

Ccmnunicating your orn and uoderstanding the feelings of others is an extremely
diii Ict1t task. nd yet, if you wIth others to respond to you as a person, you

ut help them t tr.derstand how you feel. :u1.eise, if you are ccr.cerned about

th other as a person and about yo;r relationship with him, you must try to under

stcitad his emoticual rezictior.s.



Sk1fl:

.Jthoui we usal1y try co r:b' or
' not try to doscr2.be our fa.i la:ly.

f:ant ways, but we do ct usJz.L ::ei;t tc
Or.e way to describe

"I feel embarrassed." "1 fe
eTic)ugh names or labels to enc;mns rn
in'ent ether wayo t describe cu f1i

feel like a tiny fro; in a he o'i
ut been rebuffed 'I ei -a

4-

ideas cleary &nd accural', of te
reellngs get cxpressed it i.an dif-
i.entify fee:ing ts':i:.

iden.ify or rme it. "I feel angry."
you." cever. we do no: a:e

range of Lcn ecrotions, and c we
t1r.: cse of siciiies.

A r.... 'rose frend1y ove.-t:ui: iad
have 2uSt hai acrcn at.pitateci.'

A third wa, to dcribc a fe.i .zo :pert what kI of at;:ion tho iee)::g,
:;r7 Cs you to do. i rd 1igtg a.nd 1u:li:ç "i'd :± to

-lsL I c:ould walk and la' TOU.

It: addition, mn figucs :f ns dascriptics of elit.
"I just swa1lowcd a ':srLei. of sprir:; sur;hine.'

crib ing your O'n F?e.ings

When describing ycur feens 'u -y to ne clear cjnat ee1ings you are
e:.erencing by identifying ateout t.ns. (1 refer to "I", !Ime,
or 'rny', and (2) specify soie itid feling y nane, simile, actiors urge.
or tthsr figure of spsch.

The following ex.3rLples sr,: the re .ntion betwenrz tu kinds of eeisicns
of ieelfrLg, (1) those that des:rba wha the speaker is feeling, and () those
that do not. Notice that expressions 0: feeling which describe the speaker's
emctonal state are more precise, .es capabic- of isintcretation, and, thus,
co vey more ac.curarei:7 what fe15ngs are affect±ng the speaker.

Exressirg feel vescribi.ig
r emotIonal &tat

"I feel enbarrat sad."
' feel pleased."
't fee). annoyed."

"I feel angry!"
"I'm c;rried abeut this."
"I feel hurt by what you aeld."

"1 enjey her aetse of humor."
"1 respect her abilities and competence.'
"I love her but I feel I shouldnr nay so."

"1 hurt too much to hear cry

"2. feel angry at my3elf."
"I i angry wIth you."

Ecpressing fee1ig without
decxThing your emotional sta::

!shing and ay nothing.

Suddenly! becomIng sIlent fr
th midst of a conversztion

"She's a wonderful person."

"Siut up!! !"
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otio.l tt. :. v. i C
nci H. 'ty.c)zgica1 cs, a trr -i:C,.r: :.ht. ;...

e . For his cc. L; (2 : : c ra.tt
.ords that he fs anry). Tl.e dc otcr.il tOfl he.O t e
saker'. descrptio of at he is felir. mtthen d, :bu a:oiies t is
bei' coiveyed by his aCi.)Q2 an other rne:b. e :esorz of

The aia In describing your or fte1igs i to art a .iigie that
improve your relationship with the other. iftet all, cth.r to know Liow
you feel if they are to take your f cello irto acotL. eative !e1ings a e
indlcatcr &lgnal5 that sceth1ng ay bc ni:g wrr in a re)etothip 'i:h ther
person. To tore ncgativ: flings is ll IgrL c n, ugh: that
lndIcate an ecctrical cI:cult i overlcadd. eg:ii ee1.ng. re a siga.
thz-tt the t-;o of you 'iced to check fo destatziog :i feuit' cc:niur-lco-c t.

After discusslr how each seas the itutlon o: y: . T atlonsk.p, ;:'i f

dscvtr tet yoUr iit.,5 resulte fec:. aL;e per it-s Ci tne oituat..o:
and cf hs rctire.a. In this cabs youi fg: m:.bet1y .'ange. hco e,
the :he: discover that his actoos crc aousi2c :.' .... rts 1: you :ha: ho

care nf -- feclirgs ttc. cers 'eE;I: 1r.: .LL :p:t: C
to hs behci'Lcr -- and h. ray cnn.

in sic,r, descrthlog your feJings shod cot be an eflort to coerce thc
other into changmo so that you vor't feel as you do. Rather yc,i cp3rt your
inner stc.e a just oe mere piece of fortnat n tMt is ne:.sary if the t:o
ci yet. are to understand and inprov yot :elctojp.

Perution_check

Ycu cscribe 'kct you perceive to tht ethrs inLor tae iu oror t
check whether you understand at he feii. That Is, you test 0:. se whcthe:
you have deco1ec his expnesions of feeln acurately. cu. rrart rri h.s cx-
pressions of feeling into a tentative desori?:iorL f his feeling A good
perception check can'eys this essae, "1 watt to irderstar&i four feelings--le
this (rakIng a description of hi feelIngs) th !;a:z you feel?"

xanple: I t the ipeesion that you are angry with re.
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Gwnin'.rS.atoen':atd Ideas
I

ost of us tend to avoid caking r ronihIli..v for our own thoughts, erinces
judgments, and percep:ioas. The way u do t:th3 s by a subtic and often ureon
scious use of the indefinite ras in c: c3versaticns with each cthe-r. Who
ia -not he.ard such &ceentt s the_a;

"It's pretty clear that: ch-u ;'ou pek to a person yo': don't like
that you are forcing yot'si'

"When you E4c tthin, you ex't L .atu1:& in return'

"When you looh at tt, the -L a ettY craty place."

"l's nice to know that so;eone icves you."

"Meeting strangers is always diffict.lt for peoplc. They don't like
to deal with the probicrs that ne experiences create. ir

hotice the use of 'ycu", "It", "peopie' "they", etc. A3. of these are Instances
f .hera the statenent is tru.iy a 2taient that represents what the person making

it t.h1rkn or feels. But instead of owning u to hIs own feelings or ideas he uses
the indefinite words that k.e.e the r-Lfarenc. away frorn his1f. ote th
difference in the otatements when the person using them assumes responsibility
for them:

'It's pretty clear that when I speak to a perzon I don't like that I
an forcing self."

"when I Ive sometiin, e:.:peot somethlr.g In return."

"When 1 look at It, the worici IS a crazy ?lace."

"It is nice to know that. someone loves me.'

"aetiug strangers 15 always dIfficult for me. I don't like to dccl
'pith the problems thst new experiences create."

Exciept when we are trying to provide feedback to another person or to reflect back
t.o tbe what they have been saying or feeling or doing most of our statements belorg
to us and to no one else. We are avoiding taking the responsibility for them when
we use the indefinite pronouns, etc.

DO TAKE RZSPONSIBILITY FOR YOUR CJN IDEAS, TUOUG11TS, FEELINGS, ETC. Make it
clear by using language which incimdes the first person. . . .

u to your on ideas.



CCTJPATIONAL CABD SORT

Step 1

In front of you, you have a pack of cards. On each one of the cards i

occur)al. ion. These occupat. ions will vary lr(ln ski) I (NI 1.( ) ) I('SS I OIlfl I . S(')t' 01

thin y( u wi 1 have an 1 nteres I I n and s n you will fl( 1 ( ) I.hr )ugh thìe arIs :itd

sort. thuii into three piles. On the right you should place the occupations which

YOU might actually choose, that have some specific appeal to you, or that se appro-

priate for a person like you.
Then on the left hand side you should place the cards which have occupations you

are riot interested in, that you would not choose, or do not se appropriate for a

person like you.
Then a third pile should be placed in the middle. These should be occupations

which you are indifferent to, you are uncertain about, there is some question about,

or you do not know if you would like thi or not. (You will not use the middle group

any further).
Begin sorting into the three piles.

Step 2

Now, take the cards which have occupation you "would not choose", (left hand

pile) and move the other two piles of cards out of the way. Spread the cards of

occupations "you would not" choose out in front of you and group together occupations

where the reasons for not choosing are the same or sirriitar. You may have as many

groups as necessary. One occupation can be considered a group.

(Stop reading here and start grouping.)

After you have formed the groups write the names of the occupations in the var-

ious groups below. It makes no difference sich group comes first. And you do not

have to have as many groups as shown below. If you have rrre than 5 groups, then

indicate additional groups on the back.

Group 1.

What is it about this group that is similar?

Why is it that you are not choosing this group? What is it about these occupations

that you do not like? Be as explicit as possible!
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Group 2.

What is it about this group that is similar?

Why is it that you are not choosing this group? What is it about these occupations

that you do not like? Be explicit!

Group 3.

What is it about this group that is similar?

Why is it that you are not choosing this group? What is it about these occupations

that you do not like? Be explicit!

Group 4.

What it is about this group that is similar?

Why is it that you are not choosing this group? What is it about these occupations

that you do not like? Be explicit?
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Group 5.

What is it about this group that is similar?

Why is it that you are not choosing this group? What is it about these occupations

that you do not like? Be explicit!

Now do you want to make any changes? L you see sane occupations that do not really

belong in the same group? Indicate below any changes you ould make and why.

Step 3

Take the cards which have occupations you ttrnight choose' (right hand pile) and

group th together where the reasons for choosing are the same or similar.

After you have found the groups check than again and make any necessary changes.

Now write the names of the occupations in the various groups below.

Group 1.

What is it about this group that is similar?

Why is it that you are choosing this group? What is it about these occupations

that you like? Why are they attractive to you? Be explicit!



Group 2.

What is it about this group that is similar?

Why is it that you are choosing this group? What is it about these occupations that

you like? Why are they attractive to you? Be explicit!

Group 3.

What is it about this group that is similar?

Why is it that you are choosing this group? What is it about these occupations that

you like? Why are they attractive to you? Be explicit!

Group 4.

What is it about this group that is similar?

Why is it that you are choosing this group? What is it about these occupations that

you like? Why are they attractive to you? Be explicit!



Now, do you want to make any changes? D you see sane occupations that do not really

belong in the same group? Indicate below any changes you would make and why.

Step 4

Spread your might clxose" (right hand pile) occupational cards out in front of

you and place then in rank order fran 1 to 10 as to the occupations you nest prefer.

Take all relevant factors into account in ranking these occupations.

Occupation Value

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Include any occupations below that you would like to include with the above list.

SteD 5

Go back to Step 4 and write a short phrase or word to the right of each occu-

aption that best indicates thy you value that specific occupation. For exanle,

Physician - - makes lot of nney.

Lawyer - - prestige

Nurse - - helps people

Teacher - -. the working hours

Artist - - be independent - be creative
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